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attributes the centrality of the food metaphor in Caribbean literatures to
canì
and enslaved Caribbean peoples was the result of a psychic displacement, a
it colonized and exploited. Caribbean culture is therefore responsive to the
The primary concern of
is to show how Caribbean writers
adopt a strategy of literary cannibalism to reclaim the trope of food pathology
and reinvigorate it as a symbolically rich mode of discursive resistance.
resistance present within what she calls the “tropical” or “cannibal” zone of the
Caribbean, which “is marked by a common agriculture of cash crops, plantation

chapter emphasizes how literary colonialism narrates the Caribbean through

literary cannibalism highlights the “fallacy of legitimacy” that rationalizes

The rhizomatic structure of
É

is very much indebted to
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previous monograph,
book features an instructive detour that illuminates the analysis of the primary

hunger and gluttony within the work of Patrick Chamoiseau and Aimé Césaire,
with a detour into the fascinating colonial context of talking birds in the writing of

braiding methodology, looping back and forth between the “kitchen narratives” of

Myriam Chancy, and Paule Marshall. Chapter 4 makes the provocative case that

of Shakespeare to Oswald de Andrade to Suzanne Césaire to Condé as “an endless
chain of preservation and mutation” that does not position Caribbean writers as
inheriting a literary legacy but rather as working to deconstruct ideas of origin
of Suzanne Césaire mounts an especially convincing challenge to the dominant
The central intellectual contribution of
is found in the
way it parses out the nuances of the food metaphor in Caribbean writing. The

it can be culturally inappropriate because it is based on concept mistranslations;

models a nuanced intellectual approach by noting that “in order to avoid the traps
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common culinary language to be taken metaphorically”; and “second, if we want
to use food as a powerful metaphor for language, it is crucial to insist on Creole

each chapter repeatedly emphasizes the linguistic and symbolic complexity of
the food metaphor through an attention to context and close reading.
conceptual approach, such that the language comes uncomfortably close to
falling into the critical trap that Loichot describes. The desire to create neat
out the extensive layers of symbolic depth that the chapters take pains to

de résistance, preceded by a theoretical appetizer, and followed by a dessert
These troubling deployments of the food metaphor are few and far between,
since they
could be seen as mimicking the consuming gaze of a writer like Breton, rather
than the contestatory cannibalism of Suzanne Césaire or Condé. Just as the
imaginative appeal of the food metaphor can be used by creative writers to both
reference a colonial discourse of stereotype and also draw in readers to whom

at times slips into a performance of the metaphor rather than
a delving into its full complexity.
Nevertheless,
the analysis of food symbolism within Caribbean literature and theory. Loichot

itself in relation to a history of colonialism? What contemporary contexts
have taken precedence, thereby informing this shift in literary strategy? With
dynamic culture, how can the absence of or silence about callaloo as an

By mapping out the central trends in how the food metaphor is deployed in

range and nuance of symbolic meaning.

